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August 29, 1972

for STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSISTANTS

Like Adam and Eve·s expulsion from the Garden, like the Israelites· movement from Egypt to Caanan, like God·s incarnation into the human race, like the
transition from Ptolemy to Copernicus, like the shift from an agrarian to an industrial society,--history is linked together by periods of very rapid change. A
new mode becomes tradition, and then follows the demand for reform.

In fact,

these "universal joints" of human experiences are usually nothing short of revolutions
and reformations.
Education is in the midst of, or is at least "entering into the greatest period
of reform in three centuries,

II

according to Clark Kerr, chairman of the Carnegie

Commission. Christian colleges cannot ignore this.

Quoting myself from a message

to students and faculty in 1965, I said, "We will continue to examine, and refocus
when and where necessary, our fundamental philosophy of education and life. We
iVli II shatter tradition where it exists for tradition~ , sake only, and we wi II safeguard
and defend it where it is relevant to the aims and values of Christian higher education.
We will hitch our beliefs to the social, economic, and political issues of our time,
but we wi II remember that human nature is always and everywhere the same, that
human need is universal, that new fads and even ideas wi II have to stand up in the
perspective of history, that God and His revelation have thus far stood the test
better than any conqueror, empire, theory, or book, and that Christian love is
the fulfillment of the law and the prophets of all the ages.

II

Today I reaffirm that
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commitment, realizing full well, however, that I have changed very much during
the seven years and that I have been a part of many changes at Tay lor.
I am sure we have not yet learned to do all of the right things, or to do all
things right, nor do I think achieving that is really our goal. We cannot hope to
please everyone, especially when we think of the many and varied people who
evaluate us, and the perspectives from which they make those evaluations. Take
for example, parents of students.

In the same mail last week I had two letters

from which come the following: one, an encouraging comment like,
liT hank you for your letter of August 4 concerning regulations at
Taylor and the students. We thank you and praise God for administrators and
teachers who will meet this need for our children, one which we could never provide as parents. This is our feeling and one which we sensed was the conviction
of the school when we visited three years ago before our daughter matriculated.
"You have given much to her, not only in superior education but spiritually,
she has grown and been thrilled to share her faith because of inner motivation received at Taylor.

Now she has already begun her work in DeKalb County School

System in Georgia and we are confident she will serve the Lord and be a good
example for her Alma Mater. She feels so close to Taylor University.
"Our son will soon return for his Junior year and we do thank you
for what you have already done for him. We've seen much growth in many areas of his
life this summer, due to the direction he saw and heard and shared at Taylor. So
it is with grateful hearts we thank you and assure you cof ou ~ :prayers.

II

-3and the other letter a devastating denunciation like, "One year at Taylor has just
about shipwrecked the faith of our son ••• who went there expecting rules that
would help him live the Christian life.

II

Obviously, we cannot do everything that everybody needs done.

Perhaps

it is even more important for us to be; to be what Christ can make us; to be loving;
to be available; to be involved with people. I see you as very important parts of
the Taylor being, reaching out with love and availability and involvement where
other students, or any of us, live and struggle with our needs as we grow and try
to find life IS meaning. You have to have a point of reference, something solid like
an anchor--a belief, a conviction, a hope, a certainty--to relate yourself to in
order to be a person helpful to others. As Martin Luther anchored to "justification
by faith" (Romans 3:24), we can relate to the truth that Jesus Christ is coming again.
This is the great truth of our time, and if it is, we ought to relate all we are and
do to its implications.
Hopefu lIy, the work of the Forward Planning Commission wi II help us move
ahead in our capability with respect to the student affairs function. They can help
us only if we help them. How they can help us has to do with surveys, questionnaires,
conversations, discussions, reports, etc.
So, live changed and at the same time live stablized, both more flexible
and more cer_!:ain, more receptive and yet more deeply convinced of Him and His
avai labi lity.
This is the stance and circumstance of the personnel assistant.

